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East West Management/East West Vacations

East West and its affiliates have owned and 
managed short term vacation rentals start-
ing in 1990.  Unlike many traditional vacation 
property managers, we are not only manag-
ers but we have always owned many of our 
own condominiums, villas and townhomes. 

So we approach each third party rental prop-
erty as if it were our own- offering the same 
consistent property  management approach, 
the same consistent marketing program, the 
same consistent attention to details and the 
same consistent customer service provided 
to all of the guests in all of our rental and 
vacation properties,

With rentals available in Florida, North Car-
olina, South Carolina, New York and Utah, 
we pride ourselves on what our clients have 
to say.

Here is a sampling of client comments on just 
two of our owned and managed properties 
over a two year period.

Sugar Top Resort 
Sugar Mountain, North Carolina
Exceptional 5/5 Star Reviews

Daughter’s Birthday Snow Tubing Weekend -
Stayed Feb 2020

Daniel C.

Property very nice and clean! Great views. Met all expectations. Would stay here again. 
Our daughter enjoyed her weekend and we enjoyed our experience.

Published Feb 16, 2020



Wonderful View -
Stayed Feb 2020

Jimmy M.

We really enjoyed our stay. Loved the views and the room decor. Looking forward to our 
next stay!!

Published Mar 2020

Great Customer Service! -
Stayed Dec 2019

Allison B.

The property description was accurate and the condo and facility were just as we expect-
ing. We hiked, we swam and enjoyed the area. We were very pleased with the responsive-
ness of the East-West agent who was managing our rental. She was helpful, quick to 
respond and made sure we were satisfied with our Sugar Top experience. Thank you!

Published Jan 2020

Good place -
Stayed Dec 2019

Paul S.

Nice room!

Published Jan 2020

Amazing view! -
Stayed Dec 2019

Ethan M.

Very clean, great price, I will be back.

Published Dec 2019

Thanksgiving Weekend -
Stayed Nov 2019

Ryan H.

Beautiful place at a great location. I spent most of my time hiking and exploring around 
Boone. Short drive to get to anything you need. The place had everything I needed and I 
was able to cook a full thanksgiving meal without any trouble. I will definitely be back at 
some point in the future

Published Dec 2019



Paradise in the sky! -
Stayed Oct 2019

Melanie L.

The property was the cleanest and most well-appointed I have ever stayed at. Lots to see 
and do in the area and the leaves were at their peak!

Published Jun 28, 2018

Stunning Views -
Stayed July 2019

Bobbi J.

The owner made this experience so easy from the get go! This condo has everythingfor a 
perfect mountain vacation. The pictures don’t do it justice! The condo itself is well decorat-
ed, comfortable and safe! The views are breathtaking and the balcony is perfect for your 
morning coffee or anytime of day! We had a great time and look forward to coming back!

Published July 15, 2019

On Cloud Nine -
Stayed July 19

Teresa S.

This condo is on the 9th floor. We were literally in the clouds and often while looking down, 
were able to see hawks. The condo was clean and nicely decorated. The bath towels were 
large and soft. The bed and bed linens were extremely comfortable. It is a great place to get 
away from it all. Within 30 minutes, travelers are able to be in Boone and/or Blowing Rock. 
It's a 10 minute drive in to Banner Elk and about a 15-20 minute drive to Beech Mountain. 
It is also in close proximity to Grandfather Mountain and the Blue Ridge Parkway. From 
booking to refunding my deposit and several emails in between, the owner was very 
responsive. coming back!

Published July 8, 2019

Absolutely beautiful mountain views! -
Stayed Jun 2019

Kathi V.

The property was clean, updated and well maintained. We ate a few meals in and had 
everything we needed in the kitchen.

Published July 15, 2019



Great views. Unit has everything you need -
Stayed Mar 2019

Patrick S.

Clean, well appointed condo with great views. 

Published Mar 24, 2019

Excellent Rental Property! -
Stayed Jun 2019

Ronald P.

This condo was absolutely the cleanest and best prepared rental property my wife and I 
have ever rented! The owners have taken special care to see that their guests are furnished 
with all things necessary to ensure a pleasant stay. We have told all our friends about our 
stay at this 5-star property and will definitely rent this condo again when in the Banner Elk, 
North Carolina area.

Published Jun 28, 2019

Absolutely perfect! -
Stayed Feb 2019

Jerry H.

This place was absolutely perfect! It had everything we needed and more. The master 
bedroom bed was the most comfortable bed we have ever stayed in. The living room was 
very cozy and we had a perfect view of our favorite run - Oma's Meadow! We've stayed at 
Sugar Top once before and thought that was our favorite condo, but this condo was even 
better. We can't wait to stay here again!

Published Mar 1, 2019

Great view and location -
Stayed Feb 2019

Michael l.

Will definitely be coming back. beautiful condo

Published Mar 1, 2019

Perfect! -
Stayed Feb 2019

Chris T.

This mountain top condo was everything we were hoping for and more! It is beautifully 
decorated for the mountains, well equipped and the views were amazing. We are already 
trying to figure out when we can go back to enjoy the area during other seasons.

Published Jun 28, 2019



Beautiful, immaculate condo with amazing views!!! -
Stayed Jan 2019

Lori S.

From our initial contact until we departed from the condo, the owner was responsive and 
polite with great attention to detail. When we arrived at the condo it was obvious that 
same attention to detail was present. The condo was immaculate, beautifully decorated 
yet still felt very homey. Every need seemed to be anticipated. The drawers and cabinets in 
the kitchen had pictures in them that showed what went where, which was greatly appreci-
ated. It was a snowy weekend and we ended up staying in and cooking two nights. The 
kitchen was well stocked with everything we needed. The coffee maker was wonderful. I 
drink brewed coffee, my husband drinks k-cups and the coffeemaker did both. There were 
directions in the cabinet door for the coffeemaker, complete directions for the dishwasher 
and a reminder on the kitchen wall about checking out. All of these directions were great; 
however, the guest book in the living room was a treasure trove of information. The hall 
closet was well stocked with spa towels, lockers for the fitness room lockers and again great 
instructions. We enjoyed sitting at the counter by the window watching the skiers and 
taking in the beautiful scenery and sunsets. All in all, it was a wonderful weekend. Our 
every need seemed to have been anticipated. The condo was even more beautiful than the 
pictures showed. However, what you can't see in the pictures was just how clean this condo 
was. You also can't feel just how homey it feels. We would definitely stay here again.

Published Jan 22, 2019

Second Trip -
Stayed Jan 2019

Susan R.

This was our second stay and it was a good as the first. I don't know what to say without 
repeating myself ..... just rent the place!

Published Feb 7, 2019

Did not want to leave! -
Stayed Jan 2019

Nato M.

All the reviews I read were 100% right!!! Me and my family have no any other words to add 
to these comments. Definitely recommend it. You will have the time of your life. We are 
already thinking about going back in the summertime. Totally loved it!!!

Published Feb 7, 2019

Awesome and Super Comfortable! -
Stayed Jan 2019

Jeffrey C.

We visited for New Years week and truly loved this spot. Location is amazing and the place 
was just super comfortable. I would choose this place any time I planned to stay in this area 
any time of the year!

Published Jan 15, 2019



Wow! What a GREAT place! Never had a better experience! -
Stayed Oct 2018

Cat B.

Weather was lousy. But the space within was so beautiful, inviting, comfortable and well 
equipped, it could not have been more satisfying. We have used VRBO all over the country. 
NO where, we have been, have had as clean an environment, as thoughtfully appointed 
decor and kitchen conveniences, as carefully arranged electrical outlet access and elec-
tronic entertainment or as thorough and well explained notes and suggestions for our 
convenience. These owners truly care about the space they have chosen to share with 
guests. I felt like a friend through email exchanges and the genuine welcome felt through-
out the experience. I hope we were low-pact guest and they are as excited for our return as 
we! Just incredible!!!

Published Oct 18, 2018

Very impressed! -
Stayed Dec 2018

Jennifer B.

Based on the pictures provided when we reserved the condo we figured it would be pretty 
nice. We were overly impressed though. The condo is very clean and well put together. It 
appears to have new furnishings and upgraded. The weather was not great so being able to 
stay indoors at such a wonderful location was worth it! We will definitely try to stay here 
again in the future.

Published Jan 1, 2019

A beautiful condo with breathtaking views of the ski slopes -
Stayed Dec 2018

Sola H.

My family and I stayed at this condo to go skiing. The condo is 10-15 minutes from Sugar 
Mountain ski facility. The condo was Beautiful. The condo had everything you need. The 
view out the windows are breathtaking. You can watch the skiers come down the slopes. 
The Banner Elk has a wonderful hometown feel. The restaurants were wonderful. The 
people that worked them were friendly and helpful. We will make this our family tradition.

Published Dec 24, 2018

Fantastic Place - Would Highly Recommend -
Stayed Nov 2018

Bill T.

The condo was immaculate and beautifully furnished and decorated. We enjoyed our six 
days there taking in the views and relaxing. The owners were great communicators before 
and during our stay. You won't find a nicer place to stay in this scenic part of the state.

Published Jan 15, 2019



Most Enjoyable - Exceeded Our Expectations! -
Stayed Oct 2018

Dale E.

The attention to detail in providing for all of our needs during our stay was greatly appreci-
ated. Your property truly felt like it was our "home away from home".

Published Nov 2, 2018

Spectacular Stay with Incredible Views -
Stayed Oct 2018

Steve and Candi L.

This condo is absolutely amazing and so are it's owners, Gary and Denise. They were quick 
to answer questions and so easy to work with-they emailed back promptly and really cared 
about making our stay super special. The guest book (created by Gary and Denise) that is 
available in the condo gives wonderful information about the area, explains how to use the 
Tvs/remotes, and describes check-out procedures. This condo was spotlessly clean and 
fully supplied from dishes and cookware, to fluffy towels and natural handmade soaps, 
coffee maker with coffee and even creamer, cleaning supplies, garbage bags and the list 
goes on! We have never stayed at a place more adequately stocked. The condo is tastefully 
decorated and has way too many special details to mention. I fell in love with the lamp in 
the master bedroom. It lights up in the bottom like a tree...you just have to see it! Super cool. 
The pictures on the website from the inside of the condo are on point but there is no way to 
fully describe the view from the balcony. It is absolutely spectacular. The shuttle was not an 
issue for us at all. Every time we left the condo, we called the front desk upon walking out 
of the condo door and the shuttle was downstairs waiting by the time we got down. The 
shuttle was quick to retrieve us from the parking lot when we returned from our adventures 
as well. The front desk staff were available to answer questions and guide us on things to do 
in the area. Overall, this was a top-notch vacation site! Thanks to  for sharing this little bit 
of heaven with us. We will definitely be back! try to stay here again in the future.

Published Oct 23, 2018

AMAZING!! Home away from home -
Stayed Oct 2018

Lori W.

I have always overlooked condos in search of a cabin, but I am so glad I booked this place! 
We come to this area almost every year and this has been our favorite visit! The owners 
have been a blessing to work with from the start. The condo is so cozy and the views are 
spectacular! You can tell that so much thought was put into this place and it's perfect. It 
made for a fantastic birthday weekend! Thank you!!

Published Oct 9, 2018



Excellent 2-bedroom condo in the heart of North
Carolina High Country! -                        
Stayed Sep 2018

Jeff L.

This condo on the 9th floor of a 10 story tower at the top of Sugar Mountain in far western 
North Carolina, is a wonderful place to get away for a relaxing time in a resort setting. 
Sugartop condos is a facility with 320 units...and all the amenities that one could wish for 
including an indoor heated swimming pool, hot tub, sauna and exercise facilities. This 
condo unit faces west and overlooks both the mountains and the Beech Mountain ski facil-
ity. The condo unit itself is a split-plan 2-bedroom, 2-bath unit that is tastefully decorated 
and as clean and neat as could possibly be imagined. The owners have done everything 
possible to make one's stay easy and an unforgettable experience. Everything that one 
could possibly want has been provided. The stainless steel kitchen, with granite counter-
tops, has every appliance and all the extras that one could want to find in a gourmet kitch-
en. The unit itself is equally well provisioned, from 3 smart TVs (living room and both 
bedrooms) to a comfy king size bed in the 'master' bedroom and twin beds in the guest 
bedroom. All towels and linens are provided and there's a washer and dryer in the unit to 
allow you to keep your own things clean while you're there. The views, both from inside the 
unit (with several windows facing west), and from the outside balcony, accessible from the 
slider in the living room, provide breathtaking views to be enjoyed. The "details" are what 
make this place special....every possible detail that you can imagine in a well equipped 
home, you'll find in this rental condo. That includes tasteful decorations and wall hangings 
as well as comfortable living room furniture. We'd give this unit nothing short of a 5-star 
rating. Our only concern is that once this place is discovered and enjoyed by others, I'm 
afraid that it will be fully booked and we'll not be able to return to it when next we need and 
want a getaway vacation!! 

Published Sep 17, 2018

4.5 incredible views and sunsets -
Stayed Sep 2018

Pamela G.

This place has the most incredible mountain views and sunsets. Very peaceful. Enjoyed 
exploring the surrounding area. We did see wild turkey one morning. Gary and Denise are 
very attentive to making your stay the best they possibly can. They had an informational 
book with many details that was very helpful. We did have concerns about having to park 
in a lower parking lot however the shuttle was very prompt and the driver was exceptional-
ly nice. We were sad to have to leave the cooler mountain weather.

Published Sep 9, 2018

Exactly as advertised -
Stayed Sep 2018

Susan R.

You will not be disappointed in this condo. It was exactly as pictured and all the instruc-
tions the owner sent were accurate. We were so comfortable we were content to hang out 
and not leave. The property was quiet and quaint. 

Published Oct 23, 2018



Great comfy cozy condo with AWESOME views! -
Stayed Aug 2018

Gary L.

The accommodations were spotless, view was great and the attention to detail in this place 
is amazing! Having owned a rental cabin in Pigeon Forge, I was very impressed on how 
thorough the owners are in anticipating their guests needs and providing everything you'd 
want to make yourself feel at home. Highly recommend this accommodation!

Published Aug 31, 2018

A comfortable and recently updated condo in a desirable location -
Stayed Aug 2018

Roy D.

The owners are very responsive and are eager to ensure your stay is enjoyable as is the 
Sugar Top staff. We really like this area and its proximity to many activities.

Published Aug 25, 2018

Great comfy cozy condo with AWESOME views! -
Stayed Aug 2018

Lena B.

Our family of 3 enjoyed this great 2br condo. It really had the perfect layout for us! 
Thoughtful owners make sure you have everything that you need and then some. Comfy 
beds and sheets and towels. Nice comfy seating to lounge around after exploring the town. 
The balcony was awesome and has beautiful views of the mountains that seem to go on 
forever. The complex had great service and shuttle to get you from your car in the lower lots 
to the entrance. Very friendly people everywhere you turn. Pool area and hot tub also very 
clean and enjoyable. The condo was super clean and stocked well with kitchen items, etc.. I 
really can’t say enough good things about this condo and the super nice owners who left us 
a handwritten note upon arrival. Such a sweet and thoughtful gesture. I would definitely 
recommend this condo and will look forward to a time when we can return for another stay.

Published Sep 4, 2018

Beautiful -
Stayed Aug 2018

Timmy F.

Beautiful

Published Oct 1, 2018



WOW!!! AWESOME!!! -
Stayed July 2018

Angie B.

Home away from home! Not only are you on top of a mountain you are above the mountain 
top literally in the clouds! Sunsets are gorgeous!!! View breathtaking! The unit is decorated 
for comfort from the bed, to the linens, to the bath towels  top end!! The kitchen is perfect 
for eating in or just for lunches. We can't say enough of how beautiful & comfortable this 
vacation rental is. This is a true mountain experience - so many adventures are near from 
white water rafting, to hiking, zip-lining, golfing, swimming, exploring many nearby towns, 
eating establishments, etc. The owners are great they share so much information not only 
about the unit but about the surrounding area. We would & will return to this exceptional 
vacation unit. You won't be disappointed.

Published July 24, 2018

Absolutely breathtaking view and gorgeous condo -
Stayed Jun 2018

Melissa N.

Wow! What a beautiful condo! From the moment you walk in you feel right at home with 
all the beautiful mountain decor! The owners have really thought about every detail in 
decorating! The carpet is super soft and feels amazing! The appliances in the kitchen are 
great from the flat top stove to the coffee maker! The bed and pillows were super comfy! 
The view from the balcony of this 9th floor condo was spectacular! We enjoyed seeing the 
sunset and also the rain clouds roll in off in the distance of God's beautiful mountains! The 
internet service is amazing and super fast internet! The amenities they provide in their 
condo building were also great! We enjoyed the pool and hot tub! The staff that run the 
condo complex were all very friendly from the guard at the gate house to the front desk 
staff and also the shuttle drivers! There are many things to do in the Banner Elk area! We 
enjoyed Grandfather Mountain, Linville Caverns and also Elk River Falls! We can't wait to 
come back when we can enjoy the ski resort that you can see from the balcony of this beau-
tiful condo!!

Published Jun 27, 2018

Amazing!!!! -
Stayed July 2018

Stacy B.

What an absolutely beautiful place to stay. From the wonderfully soft carpet to the most 
comfortable beds. My family stayed for 3 nights and after being there 5 minutes were 
ready to stay forever. Such a great location...convenient to everything we wanted to do. The 
views are beautiful!!! We can’t wait to go back. The owners really care about their renters 
and you can tell by the little touches they have put throughout.

Published Aug 4, 2018



Beautiful and relaxing! -
Stayed Jun 2018

Joan P.

My friend and I thoroughly enjoyed our vacation on top of the mountain! (We are both 
widows and love traveling around our state.) This is truly one of the nicest places we have 
stayed. Thanks to vrbo we will likely never stay in another hotel. TVery tastefully decorated 
and really gave you that cozy mountain feeling. The gentlemen at the front desk were 
always helpful and friendly. At first I was worried because they said the main parking lot 
was full but it ended up being just fine because they have a van that picks you up wherever 
you park and brings you back and forth, even at night. (We were able to park closer the next 
day, so I think it was just a busy weekend.) My friend and I are pretty old so we didn't do a 
lot of activities other than shopping and dining out. We just liked the atmosphere, cooler 
weather and all the beautiful views everywhere we turned. We did drive along the Parkway 
one day, how pretty! We also saw Linville Falls from the Parkway Visitor Center. I wish we 
could have hiked down to the bottom but I'm afraid we would never make it back up! I 
could have stayed in this condo for weeks. It had everything we needed. We also did some 
cooking one night enjoyed the kitchen.

It seemed to have everything but the groceries. It all looked brand new. The beds were mar-
velous! The towels were so big and fluffy I think they could dry a whole family with just one! 
Even the soaps and shampoos were nice. Everything was definitely nicer than a hotel. If our 
husbands were still alive they would have probably taken advantage of the sauna and 
steam room down in the lobby. And the golf course at the bottom of the mountain. I could 
go on but the main thing is that we will be back, and maybe for longer now that we know 
how nice everything is. We recommend this condo apartment to anyone who loves the 
mountains and I don't think you could find a more comfortable and beautiful place. Views, 
views views!

Published Jun 27, 2018

Spectacular views, excellent amenities, great people -
Stayed Jun 2018

Robert A.

Can't wait to go back, just such a great location. There was so much to do we didn’t even 
have time to finish everything on our list! Such an amazing property.

Published Jun 28, 2018



Lake Lure, North Carolina
Exceptional Reviews

Tranquility of the lake at Firefly Condo -
Stayed Mar 2020

Jessica B.

It is always a great pleasure to have a few days spent in tranquility enjoying dramatic views 
of the beautiful lake. It was warmer than we expected and we were able to enjoy walking 
around downtown Lake Lure and go hiking in Chimney Rock park. We took lots of amazing 
pictures. Condo was great. Stylish, spacious, clean. Easily accessible from the lobby as it is 
located on the ground floor. We will come back later when the pool area is open to enjoy 
some sun!

Published Mar 20, 2020

Tranquil Weekend Getaway -
Stayed Jan 2020

Bailey M.

As soon as we opened the front door, we were blown away by the cleanliness and beauty of 
this condo. The fireplace, adjacent to the kitchen, was a wonderful addition to an already 
relaxing atmosphere. This condo is spacious and open, unlike other condos and rooms we 
have stayed in before. In addition, the bed felt like a cloud! Although the lake was drained, 
this condo made the trip worth it. If your thinking about staying here, don’t think, just book 
it!

Published Feb 3, 2020 

Firefly Cove Mountain Community

Beautiful -
Stayed Feb 2020

Katelynn F.

Beautiful property and neighborhood everything was as promised

Published Feb 20, 2020

Definitely a five star experience!! Immaculate!! Highly recommend! -
Stayed Oct 2019

Brenda D.

Perfect! No complaints at all!

Published Nov 11, 2019



Beautiful Condo -
Stayed Aug 2019

Olga A.

Firefly Escape offered all the comforts of home located in a beautiful community. Great
weekend getaway! Highly recommended for couples looking for a quiet getaway on the 
shores of Lake Lure.

Published Sep 18, 2019

Great place on Lake Lure -
Stayed Jun 2019

Gavin C.

Great place to stay on Lake Lure. We were there 3 nights in June, and everything was clean 
and comfortable. Sitting by the lake and watching the fire flies was a wonderful way to end 
each day. We would rent this place again when staying in Lake Lure.

Published Jun 29, 2019

Mountain Majesty -
Stayed May 2019

Michelle W.

Amazing place with amazing views. We will definitely be back. The location was positively 
perfect and all of the local neighbors where very welcoming!

Published Jun 3, 2019

Family Stay at Firefly Escape 101 -
Stayed Apr 2019

Tori H.

I truly enjoyed my stay. The house was perfect. the cabin feel that I was getting from the 
moment I got to the location. I was able to see nothing but forest and mountains surround-
ing the house. Once I got inside it was everything I wanted for my perfect vacation stay, 
especially the high ceiling with the wood beams and a cozy fireplace ; It was spacious 
enough to fit my whole family; but also gave us so alone time when needed. It was nice to 
spend time on the porch that opens a view over a landscaped garden and a pool. Access to 
the lake was another great amenity.

Being in this place reminded me of when I would go to my grandparents for the winter. It 
had a view that was out of this world. Waking up every morning to see some form of an 
animal in the yard then see nothing but trees and mountains is amazing. It was cozy and 
comforting. I was able to get my privacy and relaxation while being surrounded by nothing 
but nature. I will make this a yearly thing. Highly recommend!

Published Jun 10, 2019



Just perfect -
Stayed Mar 2019

Frank P.

A wonderful setting both inside and out. Highly recommend for a couple looking for a great 
romantic getaway. The interior looks like a model featured in House Beautiful. Just warm 
and cozy feeling in every part of the home. Flowers in the backyard are beautiful. What a 
wonderful time at happy hour overlooking the great community lawn and picturesque lake. 
You really feel like its all your space but then you are only steps from the pool, gym and 
billiards room. The master bedroom has its own private lanai that you sit and hear the 
waterfall and creek just a stones throw away. The original painting over the inviting king 
size bed portrays one of the main buildings from the movie Dirty Dancing (remember 
Jennifer Grey and Patrick Swayze!) that was filmed at this breathtaking setting. The kitch-
en is spacious, open, with a nice breakfast bar. The living room is big and comfortable. The 
stone fireplace is right out of the west and would be perfect in the fall and winter season 
but didn&#39;t need in March. The master bath is good size with oversized tub and walk 
in shower. The amenities also include the resort dock, outdoor seating and barbecue grill. 
The location is also perfect. The Condo is only minutes from both Chimney Rock with great 
hiking, the Lake Lure beach and the historic Arcade building and Lake Lure Inn. Everything 
you need seems to be here. and the overall interior is in prestige condition. Can’t wait to 
book it again.

Published May 2, 2019

Super getaway! -
Stayed Apr 2019

Vivian S.

Most elegant place to stay in Lake Lure. Private condo with king bedroom overlooking 
green, sloping down to Lake Lure shore! Special getaway retreat for any couple looking for 
a unique and private stay. Could not have asked for a cozier, more romantic stay!

Published May 3, 2019



Hidden gem of Lake Lure - Firefly Cove -
Stayed Feb 2019

Roving R.

I stayed at a Firefly Cove in Lake Lure in early March. It was the time when spring started to 
take its power. The birds were singing and the sun was shining welcoming for a nice after-
noon jog by the lake. The community is perfectly nestled in between the picturesque moun-
tain range, woods and a great peaceful lake. The air is so fresh and inviting to stay longer 
however I was limited in time so just took a short 2-day break to relax and unwind enjoying 
the natural environment. The unit I stayed at was on the ground floo to the right of the 
main entrance. Nicely furnished and very spacious, could probably accomodate up to a 
family of 4. The bed is so big and very comfortable. Great kitchen and a fireplace is great 
amenity to enjoy sipping hot chocolate topped with whipped cream ;) I wanna find time to 
come back next Christmas - place supposed to be lit up and ambience will be just gorgeous. 
Short drive to Asheville makes it a perfect weekend getaway! Highly recommend and look-
ing forward to come back soon!

Published Apr 24, 2019

Absolutely gorgeous!!! -
Stayed Mar 2019

Frankie P.

Most elegant place to stay in Lake Lure. Private condo with king bedroom overlooking. Just 
a beautiful setting both inside and out. Highly recommend for a couple looking for a great 
romantic getaway. The interior looks like a model featured in House Beautiful. Just warm 
and cozy feeling in every part of the home. Flowers in the backyard are beautiful. What a 
wonderful time at happy hour overlooking the great community lawn and picturesque lake. 
You really feel like it’s all your space but then you are only steps from the pool, gym and 
billiards room. The master bedroom has its own private lanai that you sit and hear the 
waterfall and creek just a stone throw away. The original painting over the inviting king size 
bed portrays one of the main buildings from the movie Dirty Dancing (remember Jennifer 
Grey and Patrick Swayze!) that was filmed at this breathtaking setting. The kitchen is 
spacious, open, with a nice breakfast bar. The living room is big and comfortable. The stone 
fireplace is right out of the west and would be perfect in the fall and winter season but 
didn’t need in March. The master bath is good size with oversized tub and walk in shower. 
The amenities also include the resort dock, outdoor seating and barbecue grill. The location 
is also perfect. The Condo is only minutes from both Chimney Rock with great hiking, the 
Lake Lure beach and the historic Arcade building and Lake Lure Inn. Everything you need 
seems to be here. and the overall interior is in prestige condition. Quite honestly- just didn’t 
feel like it was time to check out

Published May 3, 2019



Get relaxed at Firefly Cove in Lake Lure, NC -
Stayed Feb 2019

Venture V.

My trip to Lake Lure was a great experience of exploring North Carolina. Lake Lure is a 
pretty little town that is famous for being a scene for Dirty Dancing movie. I was looking for 
a private space surrounded by nature and Firefly Cove seemed to be the perfect spot for my 
quick escape. I wanted to thank a lot to the owner of the unit who really offered a great 
place to stay. It is very spacious and cozy. Furniture and small details look very nice and 
sweet. It really felt like home away from home. Fireplace gives such a warm welcome. As I 
love to cook, it was great to enjoy the open space kitchen. Private, safe community with 
great amenities. Great garden where it is pleasant to jog in the morning. Wish I could enjoy 
a boat ride but need to come back in summer. Highly recommend!

Published Apr 23, 2019

Romantic Gateway - Firefly Cove in Lake Lure -
Stayed Feb 2019

Natalina R.

Wanted to share great memories of staying at Firefly Cove in Lake Lure, North Carolina. 
This is a place to experience for a private romantic getaway. Community offers numerous 
amenities with gym on the ground floor being one of the best. We enjoyed cool sunny days 
and walked a lot around the area. We even had a chance to meet the community dwellers 
;) and they are all proud of living in such a peaceful place with such a great history. Not to 
mention that place is very well-known as a scene for Dirty Dancing movie. The condo is 
located on the ground floor and is very spacious. It has all the necessary items for either 
long or short-term stay. Chairs by the fireplace were my best spot in the house. Bed is 
extra-large and so comfortable!!! Having a bath tub in the unit is another big benefit. 
Owners take a good care of the property as everything feels very fresh and clean. Conve-
nient location makes it a great spot as you can easily drive to Asheville and visit Biltmore 
Estate - the largest private residence in America, or just drive around to Greenville or Hen-
dersonville to explore local culture. A short drive will take you to the National Park so if the 
weather is good enough, try hiking. There are lots of small souvenir shops don’t forget to 
buy a handmade item to remember your trip to this scenic town of Lake Lure in the heart of 
Carolinas!
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Experience Firefly Cove in Lake Lure -
Stayed Feb 2019

Alex B.

It was a great pleasure to experience the place like Firefly Cove in the town of Lake Lure. 
The community is set in the picturesque scenery surrounded by rich vegetation and over-
looking the famous lake where the famous Dirty Dancing movie was shot years ago. The 
weather was quite cool when we arrived so we stayed indoors by the fireplace most of the 
time reading books. The unit itself is very nicely decorated, with stylish designer touch that 
you can see almost everywhere - from furniture to bedding. It was pleasant to soak in a 
bath tub in a cool rainy day after exercising in the gym located on the ground floor of the 
building. Environment is very pleasant, safe and sound. You get in through the gate which 
is unlocked by the security code. It was just a short drive from Asheville which made us 
think of coming back again in summer to enjoy leisurely time by the pool and a boat ride 
around the lake to learn more about the beautiful community of Lake Lure.
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